SUS Social Committee Meeting
January 30th, 2018 | Abdul Ladha Rm #104

- Just a little recap and update from last meeting:
  - Studio Ghibli Crafts (Friday, February 16, 2-5 PM)
    - Volunteers: Mario, Kiran, Esther, Gursh, Andrew
    - Marketing got back to me, they will publish our event on Thursday February 8 at 7 PM and promote February 13 at 7PM
    - Azim will pick up the board games at 12 on the day of
    - Esther Kiran Carlie get the food either the day before or day of and put the ice cream in the freezer and the snacks in the office (label them as SOCO stuff)
    - I can buy the board games
  - EUS
    - We won’t collab with them anymore and because of this, we have an extra 700 bucks to spend on other events.
  - Sometime early March
    - Due to extra money, we can have a chill food event. We can potentially set up a booth outside ladha in the main plaza and just hand out food and positive messages. Get our name out there. Please think of food and things we can possibly give out by next meeting!
  - POITS (March 16)
    - I just had a meeting with their director, he's hella chill omg yaas
      - SUS responsibilities: photobooth, green jello shots (potentially), pin the tail games. We'll come to Sauder around 5PM to help set up. Decorations would just be green streamers and balloons on top of the photobooth.
      - POITS responsibilities: drinks, SOL, security
      - Ryan, POITS director, is fairly positive that Sauder dean doesn't let hard liquor in their building so we can't do the mixed drink ideas and the green jello shot is a maybe.
      - They will have the event page up a week and a half before the event. They will put SUS as co-host and I also made sure that "SUS SoCo" will be somewhere on the banner.
      - He's not sure if SUS can have monopoly over photographers/media, he will have to talk to CUS Media about it but at the very least, there will be photographers from our end and their end.
Overall, I don't think we have to spend much money on this event WHICH GETS MY ASIAN SENSES TINGLING but also at the same time we have some contributions too

- **Slip and Slide**
  - SoCo is in charge of BBQ and DJ. Think about other stuff we can serve besides hotdogs.
  - SpoCo is in charge of dunk tank, slip and slide, water balloon fight
  - I just sent the booking request last night, hopefully they'll get back to me within two weeks

- **LDOC predrinking event**
  - we didn't have enough time so same action items apply for next meeting!
  - Azim Andrew let's actually finish the SOL ASAP just to be on the safe side.